
MELD Close Reading Responsive Literacy  
Grade 4 (5+ Days)  

Overview:  This series of MELD Lessons are intended for 45 minutes – 1 hour, for five (5) days.  Please adjust the time and/or number of days 
according to the needs of your students.   

Title:  Harvesting Hope by Kathleen Krull Illustrated by Yuri Morales     
Lexile AD800 
California State 
Standards 

RL.4.1. Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the story. 
RL.4.3. Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific 
details in the text. 
RL.4.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including those 
that allude to significant characters found in mythology. 
RL.4.7. Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral presentation 
of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and directions in the text. 
W.4.1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and 
information. 
W4.9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection and 
research. 
L.4.1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when 
writing or speaking. 
L.4.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, 
and spelling when writing. 
L.4.6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic, and domain-specific words 
and phrases, including those that signal precise actions, emotions or states of being  and are basic 
to a particular topic.  
SL.4.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on grade 
four topics and texts (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) building on other’s ideas and 
expressing their own clearly. 
SL.4.2. Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually, quantitatively and orally.  

MELD 
OBJECTIVES 

  
• Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on grade 

four topics and texts (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) building on other’s ideas 
and expressing their own clearly. 

• Students will use formal English in their discussions of Text-dependent –questions. 
• Students will recognize the difference of Standard English and Home language and apply 

Standard English to their written pieces by engaging in Contrastive Analysis.  
 

Depth of Knowledge 
Level 

DOK 2 Reading- Use context to identify the meaning of words/phrases 
DOK 2 Reading- Categorize/compare literary elements, terms, facts, details, events 
DOK 3 Reading- Explain, generalize, or connect ideas using supporting evidence (quote, 
example, text reference) 
DOK 3 Reading- Identify/make inferences about explicit or implicit themes 
DOK 3 Writing- Explain, generalize, or connect ideas using supporting evidence (quote, 
example, text reference) 
 

Essential Question Why is it important to take a stand? 

Access Strategies Instructional Conversations, Advanced Graphic Organizer, Making Cultural Connections, 
Cooperative and Communal Learning, Academic Language Development 

Protocols 
 

Silent Appointment, Pick-a-Stick, Give one-Get one, Think-Pair-Share, Pair-Square, Roll 
‘em, Shout Out, Think-Pair-Share-Sketch 

Tier	  2	  and	  Tier	  3	  
words	  



Materials 
 

*Book –  Harvesting Hope                                  *Chart paper                      *4-Fold 
Paper 
*Video- People who Make a Difference              *Close Reading Process Chart 

Key Vocabulary migrant workers, reluctantly, compassionate, strike, nonviolence, pilgrimage, 

Culminating Task What do you believe both Harvesting Hope and People who Make a Difference are trying 
to tell you about Taking a Stand? Support your opinion with evidence from both 
texts/sources.  DOK 4 

Title:  Harvesting Hope   by Kathleen Krull Illustrated by Yuri Morales  
Lexile AD800     

1st Read 
The protocol Call and 
Response used 
throughout all reads. 
Focus: Read the 
story for flow and 
enjoyment! 
 
 

1. Go over today’s learning objectives.  
2. *Note: If you have not taught the protocols used in this 5+ days 

lesson plan, please teach them individually before the first read.  
Note In the story the phrase “I am a clown, I speak Spanish” is used.   
A conversation needs to take place further explaining to the 
students the time period in which the events happened and why it 
was this way. This conversation can take place before the first read, 
after the first read or before the second read. 
 

2nd Read 
 
** After the 1st 
read, it is important 
to give students 
some background 
on the time period 
in which this story 
takes place.   
  
Focus: Annotating 
and Vocabulary 
  

1. Go over today’s learning objectives. 
2.  In order to prepare for the read aloud, have the students fold a 

blank piece of paper into 4 sections.  They can then label each 
section:  

 
3. Read aloud the story as the students annotate in the four-fold.  
4. After the read aloud, use the protocols, Silent Appointment and 

Give One-Get One, to have students share out a favorite part and 
work together to try and answer a question.  

5. Use the protocol, Call and Response, to bring the students back to 
their seats.  

6. You can use the protocol, Roll ‘em to have students share out 
whole group some of the questions, thoughts, or favorite parts 

QUESTION QUESTION 

FAVORITE	  
PART	  OR	  

Least	  FAVORITE	  
PART	   



from the four fold. 
7. In order to give students ample processing time, the 2nd read will be 

broken up to two sections.  Students will engage in Give One, Get 
One twice throughout this read.  Read pages 1-18 and engage in 
the first Give One, Get One; Use Call and Response to get students 
back to their seats and briefly engage in a share-out using Pick-a-
Stick;  Read pages 19-42 and engage in the second Give One, Get 
One. Use Call and Response to get students back to their seats and 
briefly engage in a share-out using Pick-a-Stick 

8. Tell the students that they will now make a Text-to-Self 
Connection, have students think about the following question: 

How is your family alike/different from Cesar Chavez’s 
family? Explain 

Engage students in a think-ink-pair share, students can do a quick write 
of their thinking on a post-it or on a half sheet of paper.  Have students 
share their responses with their Elbow partner.  Use Pick- a-stick protocol 
to ask students share out what their partner’s shared. 

9. Using the personal thesaurus directions, guide students in adding 
these words to their personal thesaurus: coax (p.6), daze (p.8), 
migrant workers(p.9), reluctantly(p.18), compassionate (p.22), 
pilgrimage (p.31)  

a. What examples of compassion were in the story? 
b. Why did the author use the word pilgrimage to describe the 

striker’s march? 
c. Why did Cesar Chavez reluctantly begin to pay attention to 

outsiders? 
d. Where would we add those words/phrases in our Personal 

Thesaurus? 
e. Invite students to share out additional words they need to 

write in their Personal Thesaurus. 
10. Close today’s lesson with a review of the learning objectives. 

3rd Read of 
Story  
Focus: Using Text 
Structures & 
Features and Text-
Dependent 
Questions  
 
 
 
 
 

1. Go over today’s learning objectives.  
2. Using the Think-Pair-Share protocol, ask students, Using the 

illustrations and text, “How does the author help you understand 
the story took place over a span of years, decades?” 

3. Using the Pair-Square protocol, ask students, “Using text and 
illustration details, explain how the author help you understand the 
poor conditions under which migrant workers lived?” 

4. Reread aloud page 22 paragraph 1 ask:  What does the phrase 
“Nonviolence takes more guts” mean? Have students think about 
their response and engage in a table Whip around to discuss. Use 
Pick-a Stick protocol to share-out whole group. 

5. Discuss with your elbow partner: What inference does the author 
want you to make about taking a stand?  Use the text and 



 
 
 
 
 
  
 

illustration details to support your claim. Use Roll’em protocol to 
share out responses. 

6. In triads sketch the sequence of events that led to Cesar Chavez’ 
decision to strike.  Have students engage in Silent appointment 
triads to discuss their sketch(graphic organizer). 

Mini 
Culminating 
Task 

1. Have students think-pair-share-ink about Cesar Chavez and his 
actions and ask: What conclusion can be drawn about Cesar 
Chavez’ character? Support your claim with evidence. 

2. This mini culminating task is meant for students to respond 
independently or in pairs. 

Contrastive 
Analysis mini 
lesson 
Focus: to engage 
students in the 
process of situational 
appropriateness/cod
e-switching 

If you have not introduced students to the concept of Code-switching, or situational 
appropriateness please do so before engaging in this portion of the lesson.   
1. Look at student writing, identify features from Home Language. 
2. Teach a mini sentence-lifting lesson using contrastive analysis and 

the Common Rules Matrices for AAL, HAL and MxL or as needed.  
You might want to pay close attention to students’ use of the indefinite article, 
third person singular and prepositional phrases, topicalization and/or past tense 
marker. 
Ask students to revise their writing. After students make revisions 
have them engage in Silent Appointment Protocol and read their 
Opinion statement to their Silent Appointment partner.  Monitor as 
needed and make note of any additional Home language features 
that need to be addressed in future Contrastive Analysis Lessons 

1st Viewing of 
Video 
 

1. After having a conversation with students to prepare them for 
the video, play the video, asking students to pay close attention 
to the information about Cesar Chavez and migrant farm 
workers. 

2. After the video, have students use the protocol Think-Pair-Share 
to review and/discuss:  What is a migrant farm worker? 

3. Using the protocol, Pair-Square, ask students to discuss the 
following question: What were some of the adversities which 
migrant farm workers had to endure?  

2nd Viewing 
Focus: Character 
Analysis 
 

1. Go over today’s learning objectives.  
2. Engage students in a Think-Pair-Square to answer the following 

questions: 
a. What new information did you learn about Cesar Chavez?  

How does this information support or refute your previous 
analysis of Cesar Chavez’ character? 

3. Why is Cesar Chavez remembered as a man who stood up for 
justice? Why was he a symbol of hope for migrant workers? 
Support with details from the text.   

4. In triads sketch the sequence of events that led Cesar Chavez’ to 
change the lives of many. Have students engage in Silent 



	  

appointment triads to discuss their sketch (graphic organizer). 
(This question is meant to be open-ended.  Students can sketch 
the sequence of events that led to Cesar Chavez helping Latino 
people to register to vote, the sequence of events that led to 
establishing a Migrant Workers Union, or the sequence of events 
that led to the march and the subsequent victory). 

3rd Viewing 
Focus: Text-
Dependent 
Questions 
 

1. Go over today’s learning objectives. 
2. Let the students know they will discuss with their elbow partner 

the following question:  
a. The narrator stated “Cesar Chavez made a difference for 

farm workers and an entire society.” What details and 
evidence from the video support this statement? 

Culminating 
Task – 
Writing 
Focus: Writing 
 

1. Go over today’s learning objectives. 
2. Let the students know that today they will get to demonstrate all 

they have learned throughout the close reading and viewing of 
Cesar Chavez life. 

3. Prompt: What do you believe both sources about Cesar Chavez 
work for migrant farm workers are trying to tell you about “taking a 
stand”? Support your opinion with evidence from both 
texts/sources. 

4. Review opinion criteria and rubric with the students and remind 
them that they can use their four-fold paper to help them.   

Contrastive 
Analysis 
Focus: to engage 
students in the 
process of situational 
appropriateness/cod
e-switching  

Look at student writing, identify features from Home Language. 
Teach a mini sentence-lifting lesson using contrastive analysis for AAL, 
HAL and MxL or as needed. You might want to pay close attention to students’ 
use of the indefinite article, third person singular and prepositional phrases, 
topicalization and/or past tense marker. 

Ask students to revise their writing. After students make revisions have 
them engage in Silent Appointment Protocol and read their Opinion 
statement to their Silent Appointment partner.  Monitor as needed and 
make note of any additional Home language features that might need to 
be addressed in future Contrastive Analysis Lessons. 


